Why choose Rethymno
A rare combination of history and modern-day luxury, of past and present, of East and West, of tradition and modern trends,
Rethymno is the ideal destination for every budget, every age, every visitor, 12 months a year.
The natural environment, the long history and the exquisite architecture along with the perfect hospitality infrastructure, the
sustainable design, the accessibility and the modern Art and Gastronomy, create unforgettable experiences and reward each
visitor with the authentic Cretan hospitality.
With mild temperatures and soft pleasant breezes, the fall season in Rethymno is a true feast of colors and tastes. The
majority of the Hotels, Villas and Boutique Hotels are open during most months of the year and convenient to all kinds of
attractions.
Explore the seductive labyrinth of the Old Town, follow the trails of history through the monuments and museums, visit art
and science spots, join interesting children and adult cultural and sports activities and festivals, have a bike tour during the
sunset, taste a traditional meal in the local restaurants that still offer outdoor seating, shop unique, locally crafted gifts, take
part in wine and gastronomy workshops and enjoy the lively nightlife with countless entertainment options.
As a city sustainable and accessible to all, and recently awarded with the Bike Friendly Destination Certificate, Rethymno is
open to all kinds of exercise and outdoor activities, with many sports facilities and bike friendly infrastructure. Thus, you can
enjoy wellness and detoxification getaways, environment exploration activities that revitalize mind and body, events,
tournaments and festivals for all ages.
Every season is the ideal opportunity to explore the amazing inland with the impressive gorges, the beautiful caves, the
picturesque villages, the wild south coastline and the rare species of fauna and flora. Discover numerous bike trails, walking
and hiking routes and enjoy sightseeing along with a strong contact with nature.
Don’t miss the opportunity to visit the special agrotourism accommodation units located in the broader area of Rethymno in
order to experience local life, help with olive and wine harvest and enjoy a farm-to-table meal. Discover everything about the
prized cultural heritage known as Cretan Diet, use the age-old harvesting techniques and learn about the importance of olive
oil and wine in a healthy diet and their connection to Cretan culture.
Rethymno can also be the choice for the most precious time in your life, your wedding. Whether you’re planning a
sophisticated wedding or a relaxing beachfront ceremony, Rethymno offers high standard facilities and services along with
the perfect romantic scenery for this once-in-a-lifetime experience.
The city of Rethymno has Tourism professionals, who are constantly trained in order to comply with the necessary health
protocols and to provide absolutely safe and high-quality services to their guests. This is the reason that makes Rethymno a
popular destination for Digital Nomads.
Plan your next escape in Rethymno and be prepared for an unforgettable experience, full of life, joy and hospitality, All Year
Round!

Info:
Population: About 45,000 inhabitants. Rethymno is
the third largest town in Crete, after Heraklion and
Chania.
Getting there: Rethymno, has direct connection only
with some islands of the Cyclades from April until
October.
The region of Rethymno can be daily reached through
the ports and airports of Chania and Heraklion.
Distances: From Heraklion 78km, from Chania 72km,
from Agia Galini 59km, from Plakias 41km.
Weather: with a mild climate, at summer it is fresher
than the mainland of Greece (average temperature is
26-30°C) and in winter much warmer (14-18°C). The
maximum sea temperature at summer is 24°C and in
winter 16°C.

Tourism infrastructure
info and numbers
Category - Stars

Beds

Percents

1

898

3.1%

2

7.718

27.17%

3

7.079

24.92%

4

8.336

29.34%

5

4.374

15.39%

28.405

100%

Over the past 15 years, there has been a
major increase in investments in the tourism industry. In percentage room capacity
terms, 15,4% of the hotels in Rethymno are
5* Deluxe, 29,4% are 4* hotels, 24,9% are 3*
hotels and 27,2% are 2* hotels. There are
also more than 50 Boutique Hotels and
more than 1000 Villas spread out all over
the Rethymno region.
According to the official recent data, there
were about 530.000 arrivals at hotels of
Rethymno City and a total number of
about 3.040.000 overnight stays, which
relates to an average number of 5,75 over-

nights per person.
The Luxurious Hotel Units along with some
of the most seductive beaches, the
impressive landscape with its hospitable
people, and its world-famous cuisine offer
the visitor a unique and truly unforgettable experience.
The average age of visitors in 2014 was 46
years.
94.3% of visitors traveled with an escort.
17% accompanied minors, and 6 out of 10
were aged 35 to 54.
54% of visitors stayed 8 to 14 days in the
destination. Germans (12.1 days) and

Russians (11.6 days) had the highest average length of stay, while the Dutch (6.4
days) and the French (7.4 days) had the
lowest.
35.7 visitors visited the destination again.
On average, repeat visitors had visited
Rethymno 6.6 times.
2.395 € average per capita annual vacation
expenses of visitors. Vacation spending
per year for 37.3% of visitors ranged
between € 1,000 and € 2,000.

The Big Events
While continuing to host its well-known sport events such as
Arkadia Running, Nikiforios Running, City Running, Beach Running and
numerous cycling events, in the last years, Rethymno is working and
investing within Sport Tourism by developing or improving sports facilities
and accessibility to appeal to sports fans, enthusiasts and athletes. Aiming
to become a premium sport destination, Rethymno has already hosted big
sport events, such as Socca World Cup, ISOMAN Triathlon, Psiloritis
International Mountain Race and Golden Age Festival, and is targeting to
even bigger national and international tournaments and events.

World Press Cycling Championship
(2012)
At the end of the 1960s, a European Championship was launched in Italy. With only
limited international interest the efforts were put to a hold. Other attempts of European
or World Championship were made until 1982, always in Italy, but the response of
foreign journalists was too limited to continue.
Almost twenty years later thoughts about a World Championship for journalists were
taken up again. The idea was born in the context of the AIJC (Association Internationale
des Journalistes du Cyclisme) by the will of President Jean Yves Donor. The first edition
of this championship in 2001 was reserved to members of the AIJC. In Les Herbiers,
France, 23 riders took part: twenty French and an Italian, a Dutch and a British rider.
From the following year, in Luxembourg, the WPCC opened to all journalists.
During the World Press Cycling Championship 2012, Rethymno welcomed press and
media journalists, photographers and cameramen from all over the world for three
memorable days filled with challenging races and exciting experiences.

TRIMORE M.T. - Rethymno | ISOMAN
(2019, 2020, 2021)
It is a three-day sports and entertainment event with special color, cosmopolitan
air and sportsmanship, designed and established as an institution with a unique
style, aroma, dynamism and culture. It offers a full program with sports and
recreational activities for all ages and levels of athletes, such as Open Water
Swimming races, City Running, Kid’s ISOMAN, Kids Laser Run, Kid's Running Relays,
Kid’s slow Cycling race that keep undiminished interest of those who choose to be
part of the event and to live this unique experience. Parallel events as Yoga for All,
Chess Simultaneous and other activities sharpen the spirit and fascinate the mind.
www.trimore.gr

SOCCA World Cup
(2019)
The International Socca Federation operate international
small-sided football competitions for both national and
club team in the formats of 5, 6, 7 and 8-a-side football.
Founded in 2017 by national operators of 5 and 6-a-side
football leagues across Europe and Asia, ISF brings
together the expertise of the industry’s leaders to launch
the most exciting international small-sided football
tournaments in locations across the world.
The 2019 World Cup was held in Rethymno in October 2019.
The 4,000 all seater stadium that held the tournament was
custom built on the beach. The crowds at the stadium
were matched by the views worldwide on TV and online,
with 300,000,000 glued to the action in every corner of the
globe. A fantastic tournament, that saw a record 40 teams
competing for the title, eventually saw Russia beat Poland
in the final to be crowned ISF World Champions.
www.soccafederation.com

Golden Age Festival
(2021)
Rethymno brought a new, creative way to get together senior athletes from all over
the world and to keep them active and entertained for a week with great weather
conditions.
The Golden Age Gym Festival, assigned to the Hellenic Gymnastics Federation by the
European Gymnastics Federation, was hosted for the first time in our country in 2021.
More than 400 participants 50+ years old filled the historic center and the coastal
road of our city with colors and smiles and experienced Rethymno’s
unique hospitality and local culture through seeing, doing,
dancing, and learning along the way.
All Seniors participated in a series of outdoor fitness events
in the morning during the gym session and in a series of
active presentations from groups and cultural events at
noon and during the evening.
www.goldenage2020.gr

ARKADIA Running
Arcadia Running consist of street races, which were held for the first time in 1930, to commemorate Rethymno on the anniversary of the Holocaust of the Holy Monastery of Arkadi.
It is the oldest historical athlete competition in Greece and takes place every year during the first
ten days of November, starting from the Holy Monastery of Arkadi and ending at the Municipal
Stadium of Rethymno (Sephora). A large number of athletes, volunteers, students from Rethymno,
Crete and the rest of Greece take part in memory of the voluntary sacrifice of the heroes at the
Holy Monastery of Arkadi which took place on November 8th, 1866.
The races, in addition to the classic 22.4 km long distance competition, include a plethora of other
activities, such as dynamic walking, that also starts from the Holy Monastery of Arkadi, a 6 km race
from the Platanias Bridge, a 1 km race of disabled athletes and primary school students starting
from the Lyceum of Greek Women, a 21 km half marathon with skates that starts from the Square
of the Unknown Soldier and skate races for children. It is an entertaining and honorary ceremony
organized by the Region of Crete with prizes and metals to the winners of the games.
www.arkadiraces.gr

Psiloritis Race (Run in Zeus’ steps)
Since 2010 Crete hosts mountain running enthusiasts from all over the world in the context of the International Psiloritis Mountain Race, which takes place every summer, proving that Crete is a place that can
accommodate alternative ways of tourism with the central idea of the unrivalled natural beauty of a
mountainous island.
The Psiloritis Race is a very popular race as it connects the myth with the runners, who follow the traces
of history on the sacred mount of Zeus. The experience is unique, giving the chance to the runners to
enjoy the natural landscape and the mountainous environment that is filled with vitality and energy.
The main race is the 50 km mountain length, a quite demanding and difficult route, which takes about 7
hours. Starting point is the plateau of Nida in Anogia and continues at the highest peak of the mountain
at 2,456 meters, ending in the village of Anogia. It also includes a race and a 8.5 km walk race, which start
from the picturesque village of Platanias and end in the village of Kouroutes, as well as a 2 km children's
race, ending at the village of Kouroutes. All routes offer stunning views of the entire island. The participants have to contribute for the transportation to the starting point and for the catering during the route
while the children's race is free.
www.psiloritisrace.com

Nikiforios Running
Nikiforios Running takes place in the settlements of Nikiforos Fokas in
the Municipality of Rethymno. The aim is to highlight sustainable sports
with the active participation of all, as well as the exploration of the
picturesque villages of Nikiforos Fokas (Atsipopoulo, Prines, Kalonyktis,
Agios Konstantinos, etc.). The race includes a 22,400-meter road race, a
relay race, a 1,200- and 2,000-meter children's race, a bike ride, a nature
walk and a double race with couples. The purpose of the event is to
motivate everyone to participate, regardless of age, in sports activities
and the simultaneous emergence of the rich hinterland of the
Municipality of Rethymno through sports, highlighting the historical and
natural beauty of the place.
It is an exciting experience not only for all those who love running but
also for the spectators. Participation in the race requires a small
amount of money.
www.rethymno.gr/municipality/nikoforeios

Beach Running
It is a different road race on the beach of Rethymno, where the
participants run on the beach in the center of the city. The
route starts from the Delfini building and ends there too. It
includes an 800-meter road race for children and a 5,000-meter
race for athletes and non-athletes. It is a magical route on the
beautiful and sandy beach of Rethymno and everyone can
participate for free.
www.rethymno.gr/municipality/beachrunning

Kouroumpelo Beach Volley
Since 1998, It has been the most exciting and most popular
beach volley tournament in Greece! It is played by 4-player
teams formed by the staff of the night clubs and café of
Rethymno and it takes place on various spots of the beautiful
12km long beach of the city.
Facebook: KOUROUMPELO BEACH VOLLEY

City Running (Run-Walk-Cross My Town)
The City Running of Rethymno gives the opportunity to people of all ages to
cross known parts of our city in a different way. It is a day of celebration, where
all the streets of the city are closed, so there is no car movement and the
participants can run with safety. There are races of 10,000 and 5,000 meters for
adults and a children’s race of 1000 meters through the historical city center,
the new city and the beach roads. There is a symbolic participation fee for each
participant and a part of the proceeds is always given to charity.
www.rethymno.gr/citizen/running

Upcoming events 2022

Nikiforios Running

1st Bike Friendly

City Running

Oceannman

Sunday, April 17th

Festival

Sunday, May 15th

Date: TBA

2022

April 25th-29th, 2022

2022

The Sports
and the Clubs
Although Rethymno –and Crete in general– is famous for its crystal clear
sea and its amazing long beaches which constitute a true paradise for the
lovers of water sports, it also offers a wide variety of alternative Active
Tourism choices that will fascinate every visitor who wishes to discover
them.
Whether you choose to stroll down in the city with your skates, to explore
the whole Region by your bike, to climb up and down the imposing
mountains or to enjoy Europe’s southernmost snow, you will have the
opportunity to immerse yourself in timeless attractions, diverse landscapes,
pristine beauty, contrasting sceneries, endemic fauna and flora ecosystem
and authentic experiences of the local life and tradition.

Sport

Club

Contact details

Aquatics
(swimming and water polo)

Yes

Nautical Rethymno Swimming Club
+30 2831029881
debbiebekris@gmail.com

Basketball

Yes

Rethymno Kings
+30 2831036279
info@rethymnobc.gr

Sport

Club

Football (soccer)

AO Rethymniakos
+30 6977501648
rethymniakos.fc@gmail.com

Rethymno Academy
+30 6978442190
andreas.ladakis@yahoo.com
akadimia2010@gmail.com

Atlas Cycling Team
+30 6936110262
contact@atlas-team.com

Equestrian

Yes

Rethymno Riding Club
+30 28310 22472, +30 6982300415
horsepark1@gmail.com

Fencing

Yes

Rethymno Fencing Academy
+30 6932071488
xifaskiarethymnou@gmail.com
!
Facebook:

Yes

Rethymno Table Tennis Club
+30694 287 3900
www.epar-tabletennis.blogspot.com
Facebook: !

Taekwondo

Yes

Apollon
+30 6977344558
sanidapost1@gmail.com

Tennis

Yes

Rethymno Tennis Club
+30 2831053070
info@oar.gr

Track & Field

Yes

OKA Arkadi
+30 2831026433
okaarkadi@gmail.com

!

OKA Preveli
+30 6974656690
okapreveli@gmail.com
Icarus (for people with disabilities)
+30 6936577890, +30 6977309321
ameareth@gmail.com
Volleyball

Yes

OPER
+30 6977509765
opervolley@yahoo.gr
nopervolley@yahoo.gr
giorgosvidakis@hotmail.com
OKA Arkadi
+30 2831026433
okaarkadi@gmail.com

Kung Fu

Yes

Iperion
+30 698 121 6003
rethymno@hungkuen.eu

Pangration-Jiu Jitsu

Yes

AMTR
+30 6932422883
vsinolakis@gmail.com
amtrethymnou@gmail.com
SMTR
+30 6977583033
pankanakarakis@yahoo.gr
Polydamas
+30 6987117909
Polydamas.creta@gmai.com

AO Aris
+30 6973821669
arisperivolion@yahoo.gr

ASMT Atsipopoulo
+30 69373986052
asmt.atsip@gmail.com

Rethymno PS
rethymnofc@yahoo.com

ASMT Kavros
+30 6986645499
kavrosreth@gmail.com

REKAL 12 (Indoor Soccer)
kalogerakisdimitris@yahoo.gr
Kyriakopoulosn@gmail.com
!

Gymnastics

Yes

OKA Arkadi
+30 2831026433
okaarkadi@gmail.com

Inline Skating

Yes

OKA Preveli
+30 6974656690
okapreveli@gmail.com

Weightlifting

Yes

OKA Arkadi
+30 2831026433
okaarkadi@gmail.com

Wrestling
(Greco-Roman and
Freestyle)

Yes

APOR
+30 6974406474
akaraban@otenet.gr

Contact details
+30 6986615540
rethimnofightclub@gmail.com

AS Livas
+30 6937625509
livas2016@mail.com

Instagram: akadimiaxifaskiasrethymnou
Table Tennis

Club
Yes

NEAR
near_2015@yahoo.gr

EAP (Girls’Basketball)
eapwbasket@gmail.com
Yes

Sport
Kick Boxing

AON Keravnos
aonkeravnosrethymnou@gmail.com

OKA Arkadi
+30 2831026433
okaarkadi@gmail.com

Cycling
(including Track, Road,
Mountain Bike and BMX)

Contact details
AON Asteras
+30 6982910502
aonasterasrethymnou@gmail.com

Sailing

Yes

Sailing Club of Rethymno
+30 2831050450
info@ior.gr

OKA Arkadi
+30 2831026433
okaarkadi@gmail.com

The Sports
and the Clubs

Cycling
Rethymno is one the six cities in Greece that apply good practices in
areas of alternative transportation means, have the infrastructure and
are implementing a series of actions that enhance sustainable mobility.
The award and certification of Rethymno as a Bike Friendly Destination
by the non-profit organization NatTour and the Hellenic Society for
Nature Protection, have brought a dynamic momentum to the city as a
tourist destination, attracting visitors who choose alternative forms of
Tourism. Through cycling, visitors are open to new experiences, contact
with nature, and acquaintance with the city and the inland.
The Municipality of Rethymno has the infrastructure that can support
cycling tourism and is friendly for cycling routes both in the city and the
inland, with more than 15 km of bicycle paths in the city and more than
100 km in the broader area.
Atlas's Cycling Team was founded in 1986 and its Cycling Academy
started in 2010 for children from 7-18 years old aiming to provide an
inclusive experience for each athlete and enable them to strengthen
body, mind, and character through the lifelong sport of cycling.
Facebook: Atlas Cycling Team

Cycling
A wide variety of paths throughout the entire region of Rethymno leads to
traditional villages boasting beautiful architecture such as Maroulas,
Chromonastiri, Pikris, Mountros, Amnatos, Argyroupoli, Spili, Margarites, Anogeia
and many more. There are routes climbing high on Mt. Psiloreitis or going down
steep gorges such as Kourtaliotiko and Kotsyfou, to end at isolated beaches in
the south. Other courses lead to monasteries, such as Arkadi and cross plains
scattered with Byzantine country chapels, such as the Amari plain. Follow the
paths through dense olive groves, reach places affording amazing views, test
your stamina in difficult climbs, enjoy lovely landscapes and take a short break
in picturesque cafes of the villages.
www.incrediblecrete.gr/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Cycling_Routes.pdf

Inline Skating
Established in 2011, the inline skating team OKA PREVELI, is the only such team on the island
of Crete and the largest in Greece with more than 150 active members. Many young athletes
are constantly familiarizing themselves with this exciting sport, which combines aerobic with
anaerobic exercise, skill and entertainment. With the right combination of drills and
methodical workout, inline skating can greatly help in the psychosomatic as well as the
neuromuscular development of the human body.
The club has already organized a number of events and competitions, aiming to hold similar
national and international competitions in the near future. At the same time its members
desire to engage the local society in all forms of solidarity; therefore, they are trying to get the
local institutions involved in all their events and to support the local community whenever it
is possible.
Amateur or pro, grab your skates, stroll down in the city or enjoy one of the exciting races that
you will encounter during your stay!
www.okapreveli.com

Skiing and Snowboarding
If you are curious to discover Europe’s southernmost snow, then your winter and spring adventure starts here! According to
New York Times, the northern slopes of Psiloritis are included among the best ski and snowboard descents in the world. Far
away from the tour operators and the all-inclusive seaside resorts and beaches experience, head up to Mt. Psiloritis for
spring skiing in the heart of the island.
Psiloritis’UNESCO Global Geopark, is the most challenging mountain for skiing. Discover and ski at its 30 to 40 degree, wide
open, treeless sides which look out onto the turquoise waters of the Libyan sea to the south and the Aegean sea to the
north. Drive about 40km from Rethymno to Anogia or Livadia, put your skis on and try several possibilities to go up and down
the long and wide slopes to spoil yourself. Follow the welcoming wide open trails with nice terrains to hike up and, then, ski
down the slopes, making lots of turns and zipping down the mountain while enjoying the silent snow conditions.
After relaxing with the untouched pristine beauty of nature and the total seclusion, you can always visit the local shepherds
and learn how they make cheese the traditional way, the traditional tavernas to taste local wine, homemade dishes, wild
greens and organic fruits and vegetables or a local kafenio, where men get together drinking coffee or raki and telling stories
about the mountains.
You can also join Pierra Creta, a ski mountaineering race held in the mountains of Crete during spring, every two years.
www.psiloritisgeopark.gr • www.pierracreta.gr

Mountaineering, Indoor Climbing
Established in 1961, the Mountaineering Club of Rethymno offers advice on local
hikes and indoor climbing classes along with the possibility of joining its weekly
excursions. It is affiliated with the Cretan Ski School, which runs ski excursions to
Mt Psiloritis in winter.
www.eosrethymnou.gr
Facebook: Ε.Ο.Σ ΡΕΘΥΜΝΟΥ - eos Rethymnou
Facebook: Cretan Ski School

Spelunking
If you are thrilled with the unknown and want to explore cave systems for either scientific purposes,
sports or recreation, then the Region of Rethymno is the perfect place for your trip!
More than 850 enlisted caves-due to limestone that dominates the mountains of Psiloritis and which
gets easily fretted by water- of unique natural beauty, with their dark passages and great depths,
manifest the alteration of the ground during thousands of years and create ancient myths, which
survive till today, drawing particular archaeological, historical and folklore interest. Many of the caves
were used as worship centers from early Neolithic times to the Roman era or served as shelters for
the Cretan revolutionaries during their struggles against the Ottomans in the 19th century, or during
the World War II against the Germans. Some caves have been used for ripening and storage of the
products; others have turned into temples with most of them being dedicated to Antony the Great.
In spite of the large number, only few of the caves are considered suitable for visiting since many of
them are off-limits to the public due to high risks or because the excavations have not been yet
completed. There are many speleological clubs on the island, which offer great research and
educational work, and they are considered as the most active speleological clubs in Greece.
The West Crete Department of the Hellenic Speleological Society offers great research and
educational work, and it is considered one of the most active speleological clubs in Greece.

www.esedkr.gr
Facebook: Ελληνική Σπηλαιολογική Εταιρεία-Τμήμα Δυτικής Κρήτης , Ρέθυμνο

Table tennis
After you've spent hours on a plane or in a car, can something surpass a fun and
interactive game of ping pong?
Table tennis is a relatively newly introduced sport to the Rethymnians, but the
Rethymno Table Tennis Club, established in 2015, has already climbed on the
ranks of the A1 National Category, aiming strongly to compete in the European
Championship within the next few months. The athletes of the Table Tennis
Academy are now classified at the highest level not only in Crete but also at a
national level and have already won two national distinctions. The training area
is fully equipped and the Club has already organized four Open Pancretan
Tournaments, two Pancretan Student Tournaments and a National Veterans
Tournament.
www.epar-tabletennis.blogspot.com
Facebook: Όμιλος Επιτραπέζιας Αντισφαίρισης Ρεθύμνου

Sailing
If you want to discover new, fantastic destinations, clear seas and unexplored
treasures, you should definitely embark on the unique experience of sailing!
Nowhere will you find the serenity and tranquility as on a sailing boat with
nothing but horizon in front of you. It is a perfect solution for recharging your
batteries and going back home more calm than ever.
The Sailing Club of Rethymno offers offshore sailing training, training for young
children with Optimist, Leiser, J24 types of boats, seminars on oat preparation,
crew organization and race tactics as well as educational trips, while it organizes
a great number of races and tournaments.
www.ior.gr
Facebook: Ιστιοπλοϊκός Όμιλος Ρεθύμνου - Rethymnon Sailing Club

The Infrastructure
Rethymno is a totally accessible city offering an infrastructure friendly to people with special needs in order to improve
the quality of life offered to everyone, resident or visitor, and, at the same, time to prevent the creation of any form of
exclusion. The city offers a wide range of accessible holidays and leisure facilities for seniors and for those travelling with a
disability:
There are safe and nice walking trails from other areas of the city, particularly with public transport and bus stops nearby.
The access to almost all public places, but also to many private spaces, such as hotels and restaurants, is characterized by
the absence of physical barriers.
The construction and the renovation of outdoor public spaces and buildings respond to the specific needs of persons with
reduced mobility (improvement of side-walks, slopes, presence of ramps, type of pavement, handrails, pedestrian
crossings) and respond to the needs of people with diminished sensory capacity.
The 12 km beach of Rethymno is completely safe and organized, fully watched by lifeguards and accessible to people with
any form of disability.
Rethymno also allots a big number of sport activities from simple beach sports to more specialized events and sport
activities, especially developed for seniors and people with special needs. The majority of the sport facilities and the sport
equipment are also adapted in order to meet the needs of older people alongside the needs of disabled people–with
sensory, cognitive and mobility impairments, for both competitors and spectators.

Municipal sport
infrastructure
Sport

Number of fields or
training areas

City and
suburbs

Villages and
settlements

Football
(Soccer)
Basketball

17 (5/5x5)

5 (1/5x5)

12 (4/5x5)

16

6

10

Volleyball

4

2

2

Track and Field

4

3

1

Indoor Soccer

2

2

-

Wrestling

3

3

-

Table Tennis

2

2

-

Martial Arts

2

2

-

Fencing

1

1

-

Cheerleading

2

2

-

Weightlifting

1

1

-

Tennis

4

4

-

Basketball
Basketball Court, 4 Martiron sqr.

Basketball Court, 4 Evligias

It serves the Basketball Academies of Rethymno Aegean,

Within walking distance of the historic center, next to the summer school

schools and intependent athletes. It includes 2 Outdoor
Basketball Courts, small spectator stands, locker rooms
and WC.

of the School of Fine Arts, in a pine forest with an astonishing view,
there is a basketball facility of 27Χ15m, which can be combined with a
walk or mountain biking.

Indoor Arena Melina Merkouri
The indoor basketball court offers the most to the sport infrastructure in
Rethymno. It is the playground for Rethymno Aegean basketball team
www.agor.gr (AGOR club). Besides the basketball games and trainings, other
athletes and their teams use the indoor stadium. It also hosts many other
cultural and sports events. It includes an indoor court for team sports
(Basketball, Volleyball, Handball, Indoor Football, etc.) and individual sports
(Martial Arts, Dance, etc.). It also has locker rooms, gym, spectator stands and
canteen.

Indoor Arena, Perivolia
It includes an indoor court for team sports (Basketball,
Volleyball, Handball, Indoor Football, etc.) and individual
sports (Martial Arts, Dance, etc.) along with locker rooms.

Football (Soccer)
The Municipal Stadium, Gallos
The municipal sports center of Gallos in Rethymno, also called Pavlos
Vardinogiannis (formerly "National"), is located at Gallos area, on the southwest
of the city. It was built in 1992. Today, the stadium is owned by the Municipality.
It has a one single roofed stand on the west, and is now used for hosting the
annual international athletics meeting, Vardinoyiannia. It Includes a football
field with natural turf of 103x67m dimensions, a track with eight (8) lanes, valves
for long jump and triple jump and facilities for short jump. It also has a training
room, locker rooms, access for people with disabilities, 1240 seating stands,
canteen and W.C for the public.

Football (Soccer)
The Sochora Stadium
The Sochora Stadium is located at the entrance of the historic center next to the
sea and it is an ideal playground for many athletic or cultural events. It is the
training base of many athletic groups and teams, academies and schools.
It includes a football field with synthetic turf, playing dimensions 100x64.5 track
with one (1) route around the field and six (6) for the distance of 100m. It also
has locker rooms, access for people with disabilities, a 419-seat spectator stand
accessible WC and WC for the public.

Soccer Field, Missiria

Soccer Field, Armeni

Soccer Field, Episkopi

Situated near the big hotels, this soccer field

The village of Armeni is 11 km from the city on

22.5 km away from the city of Rethymno,

works as a training field for new soccer teams.

the way to the south region of Rethymno. It is

Episkopi is a small town located at the old

It also hosts many athletic competitions due to

located in the valley of Armenokampos at the

national road of Rethymno -Chania. It is the

its proximity to the city center. It Includes a

foot of Vrisinas Mountain. Near the village

administrative and commercial center of the

football pitch with synthetic turf, locker rooms,

there is an oak forest with a late Minoan

area, providing quite a few athletic

disabled access, 210 seating stands and W.C for

cemetery (13th-12th century BC). Due to its

facilities. Due to its proximity to the sea and

the public.

proximity to the city of Rethymno, the village of

to other villages such as Argyroupoli and

Armeni is an important rural and commercial

Georgioupoli, it offers great opportunities for

center.

many athletic adventures.
It Includes a football field with synthetic turf
of dimensions 96x54m. It also has locker
rooms, doctor's office, access for disabled
people, a spectator stand with shelter,
floodlights and a canteen.

Soccer Field, Gerani

5x5 Soccer Field, Roussospiti

About 7 km from the city of Rethymno, Gerani

Roussospiti is located 9 km from the city of

Located 12 km from the city of Rethymno,

is a quaint seaside village surrounded by

Rethymno. on the slope of mountain Vrissinas

spreading at 360m altitude to the north east

orange, olive, cypress and pine trees. This

at an altitude of 300 m. It offers a magnificent

of Vrisinas mountain, the well preserved

charming coastal town is known for its long

view and it has many Venetian houses, a 17th

settlement of Chromonastiri is impressive

shoreline and the archaeologically impressive

century fountain and the cave of Lygeri full of

with its Renaissance buildings, the Venetian

Gerani Cave, located on the outskirts of town.

stalagmites and stalactites with a diameter of

architecture, and the magnificent Clodio villa,

The facility includes a football field with

250 m.

which used to be a mansion and the summer

synthetic turf and playing dimensions

The facility includes a 5x5 football field with

residence of the noble Venetian family.

94.10X50.90. It also has locker rooms, a

synthetic turf of dimensions 43x24m.

The facility includes a 5x5 soccer field with

spectator stand and a canteen.

5x5 Soccer Field,
Chromonastiri

synthetic turf of dimensions 38Χ18m.

Tennis
There are four tennis courts located at Gallos district, next to the University
campus, two of them recently built. These tennis courts are mainly used by the
Tennis Club of Rethymno (www.oar.gr). There are public transport links of 10
minutes to the tennis courts using the university route.

Beach Volleyball
All along the clean and awarded with Blue Flags beaches of Rethymno, there are
beach volleyball sand fields, where many games and various events entertain
the athletes and the spectators.

Public indoor & outdoor
swimming pool

The University
Gymnasium

These swimming pool facilities belong to the Nautical Club of Rethymno.

The Gymnasium is located on the west side of the Gallos University

The outdoor pool (50m 20m) uses seawater and operates the summer

Campus and offers students, staff and faculty the opportunity to exercise

season. The indoor swimming pool (25m 12m) serves as training space.

free of charge in a friendly environment. It has a fully equipped
cardio-respiratory and muscle strengthening workout room and is open
daily from 14:30 until 20:00.

Municipality of Rethymno

Municipality of Rethymno

Department of Tourism

Sports Department

21, El. Venizelou St, 74132

Indoor Arena Melina Merkouri

T.: +30 2831021459

T.: +30 28310 55645

e-mail: tourism@rethymno.gr

e-mail: sports.rethymno@gmail.com

www.rethymno.guide

www.rethymno.gr

